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Picture from the 2012 Competition Season - Betty Parks (see related article in the newsletter). 

 
 
December / January Birthdays 

Debbie Payne 3-Dec Frank Merrifield 31-Dec

Joe McCusker 5-Dec Rosie Todd 4-Jan

Joan Valentino 12-Dec Bob Zrolka 8-Jan

Susan Scheller 15-Dec Angela Barros 14-Jan

Charles Hawkins 26-Dec Lynda Matt 19-Jan

Kelly Heaphy 28-Dec Bill Davidson 25-Jan

Bob Matt 30-Dec

Future Corvette Owners Association (FCOA) Members

Jackson Bedenbaugh 3-Dec Eli Key 19-Dec

Happy Birthday Y'all !!!

 
 
Presidential Report - by Chris Murphy 

I have made my number one resolution for 2013 to be more informed about the important events that 

should concern each and every person in this country.  I was made completely aware of just how 

uninformed I am this past Monday morning.  I awoke early as usual on Monday morning and went to ride 

my stationary bike.  The TV click on to the morning show (I am not sure of which one it was) and the 

people on the show were giving me the important news of the day.  It seems there is this woman named 

Kim Kardashian who is married to a professional basketball player.  From what I gather the wedding took 

three days to complete.   Kim decided after 2 months of marriage she was done with this marriage and took 

up with a singer named Kanye West.  So far this is my first introduction to these two individuals but 

obviously they are of great importance to most of informed America.  The story now is Kim is pregnant 

and Kanye is the “baby daddy” as they said on the TV.  However, the marriage has not been terminated as 

of yet but no problem.  This type of behavior is now apparently acceptable.  The commentator said she 

could spend the remainder of the show talking about the couple.    

I cannot believe I have been so uninformed so I decided then and there to amend my ways.  I was no longer 

going to concern myself about how government forced banks to give loans to under-qualified people and 

thusly forced a recession.  No longer will I prepare my investments to withstand the impacts of Quantitative 

Easing 1, 2 and infinity (government printing money).  I will no longer worry that my grandchild is already 

$50,000 in debt to the government and getting worse.  I will stop focusing on grow my business and 

ensuring that I can keep all my employees.  Now, I am going to learn all the lyrics to the top 40 songs.  I 

will watch Entertainment Tonight faithfully every night, except for tonight, I will set the DVR to record it.  

Tonight I am going to buy a pair of MEGGINGS.  These are the latest trend which will prove that I am now 

current.  And for those of you who do know what meggings are, let me enlighten you.  These are the 

leggings for men; I used to call them long underwear.  Now you wear these instead of pants.  And if wish to 



engage me in conversation about the Kardashians, Snooky from New Jersey, any of the American IdoIs, or 

the current survivors I will be ready for you.  I will now be in the majority.  No more will I be one of those 

boobs who want people to be responsible adults.  I am going to send Kim and Kanye best wishes on their 

new bundle and hopes that they stay together long enough for the arrival. 

A new and more enlightened President -- Save the wave. 

 

Upcoming Events  

Thursday, December 27—Non-Mystery Dinner.& Show, Duluth 

Saturday, December 29—Polar Bear Run, Microcar Museum, Madison 

Sunday, January 6—Caffeine and Octane 

Tuesday, January 8—Corvette Atlanta meeting  

  ** Meeting Moved from January 1st - New Year's Day ** 

Saturday, January 12-- Holiday Party & Awards Banquet 

Sunday, February 3-- Super Bowl Party, Baize's home, Covington 

 

NCM Ambassador - by Ed Clark 

It looks as though there will be a long dry spell until the Corvette Assembly Plant is again open for tours of cars 

in production.  This is due to the conversion of the plant for production of the C7 model and an effort to keep the 

preproduction test versions of the car out of the public’s view before the grand unveiling in Detroit in January.  

The tours were stopped during September and the current understanding is that they will not resume before “late 

2013”. This makes it seem like several months of C7 production will remain behind closed doors even though the 

car has been revealed to the public in January. I hope this means there is something special about the car under 

the outer skin they want to keep quiet for a while longer that will make all of us extra happy.  Maybe the NCCC 

Convention next Summer in Bowling Green will be successful in getting some exemption to this 

If you are looking for something for the Corvette enthusiast for Christmas that will last a long time and they will 

be proud to show their friends, consider a “brick” at the National Corvette Museum.  The bricks come in several 

sizes and shapes and all allow you to put your information on them and some allow special graphics as well.  The 

hexagon shaped bricks are placed along the Corvette Boulevard inside the Museum and offer several standard 

emblems that can be used along with lines of text you choose.  I splurged on one of these a couple of years ago 

which ended up just outside the entrance to the NCM Store – you may have stepped on it during a visit there. 

Other bricks are placed outside the Museum in what is called “The Walk of Fame” on the Corvette Plaza leading 

into the Museum.  There are three different sizes from 24”x24” down to 4”x8” and offer C1 to C6, ZO6, ZR-1, 

50
th
 Anniversary, “Jake” and other logos to go with words you select. The larger sizes allow special graphics like 

club emblems or something you may have.  The bricks for special recognitions are placed together outside and a 

guide to where your brick is located is available. Consider the long term recognition of that special Corvette gal 

or guy this will provide and the funds help support the Museum as well. Detailed information and an ordering 

form is available on the NCM web site as well as phone numbers to ask any questions you may have.  Don’t 

want a brick?  The NCM store has all sorts of other things for your consideration. 

I hope each of you have a very Merry Christmas and Happy New Year. 

 

Membership Report  

The club has been fortunate to grow with 6 new members in the past two months. However, as the 2013 

renewals have been processed, it's sad to say that the club is losing several long-time as well as shorter 

tenured members. [Bob Mossey (1988-1989/back in 1996); Tommy & Carol Hammond and Marvin & 

Debbie Payne (since 1994); James & Susan Anderson, Michael Campsmith and Joe McCusker (since 

2007); Richard & Deana Newton (2007-2009/back in 2011); Frank & Deve Boduch and John Comerford 

(since 2009); John Watkins and Anna Lee Blancato (since 2010); Roy & Laura Oppedisano (since 2011)] 

We really hate to say goodbye -- so. . .until we meet again! Good luck and thanks for the memories. Hope 

you'll stay in touch with us through our "soon-to-be" released updated website and plan to us join for the 

upcoming 2013 Spring Car Show at Jim Ellis Chevrolet. 
 



Dear Friends - by Michael Campsmith 

I was overwhelmed and humbled by all the good things said about me in the October club newsletter.  I truly 

believe that family and friends are the most cherished things in my life, and I count my friendships in Corvette 

Atlanta near the top of the list.  

Although we are far apart in distance I think fondly of Corvette Atlanta every time I see a Corvette on the road 

up here.  So far sightings of top-down cars have been rare; might have something to do with the drizzly weather 

in the Pacific Northwest this time of year.  But there have been a few dry days when I have driven my car—top 

down, of course—so I’m giving the locals something to talk about. 

The approaching holidays are a time for reflection about what we hold important in our lives.  For me it is 

important to give back to my community through volunteer work and civic involvement.  My input as Activities 

Director for Corvette Atlanta didn’t take very much time or effort, but returned a lot of satisfaction when club 

members would bring their cars out to events.  I do hope one of you will take on the role of Activities Director 

for the club.  I’m confident that, like me, you will get back way more than you give. 

My best wishes to you and your families for the holiday season. 

 

2012 Competition is History - by Betty Parks 

Whew – what an action packed year this turned out to be! What didn’t start out as a campaign for the “# 1” 

competitor spot, I’m happy to say – certainly ended that way!! After traveling 24 weekends in Florida (5), 

Tennessee (5), Indiana (4), Alabama (3), Kansas (2), South Carolina (2), North Carolina (1), Illinois (1), 

and Georgia (1) for 295 events, Donnie and I completed our competition season. Although the final 

National standings have not been released as this article goes to print, the preliminary results show me in 

first place in the Ladies division. It’s an honor to claim that spot for the 5
th
 time!! 

We started the year early with 6 events in St. Augustine in February. I had agreed to meet with Deb 

Murphy to work on the tentative 2014 Convention proposal for Savannah prior to the February National 

meeting. Those strategy sessions (in Brooksville & St. Augustine) were continued again prior to the April 

National meeting.  

Deciding that, with the rising price of fuel and the prediction of no reduction in the immediate future, we’d 

compete as much as possible close to home. Through Memorial Day weekend, we had attended 81 events 

in the South over 7 weekends and were sitting pretty good in the standings for us and the club. Jack 

Filippone and Stephanie Strauss agreed to join us for all the Southeast Region events which helped the 

club’s points greatly – not to mention that Stephanie earned the top worker honor for the Region!!   

But, as history repeats itself, we didn’t travel as much during the summer – and several Regions had back-

to-back-to-back weekends during that period. As Labor Day weekend came, our opportunity for back-to-

back-to-back weekends came!  Except for sitting out a couple of weekends to tend to a sick cat, our 

campaign raged on – on the road eight weekends in a row (not counting the trips to the National meetings 

in St. Louis).  

We had quite a few hick-ups along the way with our cars – but Jack provided back-up transportation when 

it was needed. By the way – have I told you what a blast it is to drive his car?! Really love that ’96 Grand 

Sport! Thanks goes to the Gowins & North Georgia Corvette for taking in the ’89 and restoring its health. 

Hopefully, we’ll find some time in 2013 to get the miles on the new motor so it can return to the circuit. 

When the dust settles and the final points are tabulated, I truly believe that Corvette Atlanta will have 

earned a spot in the top 15 clubs in the Nation. Thanks to the support from Jack, Stephanie, Paul & Angela 

Barros, Ron & Barbara Rotondi, and Corky Key – the club continues its legacy as one of the top 

competitive clubs in the nation (. . .think I have a topic for another article for another day!). 

 

Corvette Atlanta Holiday Banquet - by Nancy Morgan 

Well, it’s that time of year again.  The annual banquet will be held on January 12, 2013 at Petite Auberge 

Restaurant (2935 N Druid Hills Road NE,  Atlanta). Hors d’ Oeuvres will be served at 6pm with dinner 

following at 7pm.  There will be a cash bar.  The cost is $20.00 for members and $40.00 for non-members.   

Please let me know if you plan to attend.  I will need to know your choice of entrees (Roast Pork Loin in a 

caraway beer sauce, Grilled Filet of Salmon or Grilled Filet Mignon. If you chose the Filet Mignon, I need 

to know how you want it cooked.  The other choice you need to make is dessert (Chocolate Crepe Praline, 

Strawberry a la Romanoff or New Orleans Bread Pudding).   



The sooner you can let me know (404-294-0633) if you are coming, the better. I have to let the restaurant 

know the count. Thanks and I look forward to seeing everyone at the Banquet. 

 

Cars and the Good Old Days? - by Dave Brownell 

Today, since it was a warm and sunny December 1
st
, and the Caffeine and Octane show was to be 

tomorrow, I thought that it was a good time to poke around the 1967 Corvette that I intended to drive to the 

show.  Always suspicious, I am not averse to crawling under any of my old cars before a drive, just to make 

sure everything looks to be the way it ought to be.  Today, the oldest Corvette I have seems to be in fine 

shape with nothing dripping or loosely hanging down.  While I was dirty and had the ramps out, I slid 

under a bunch of the other family cars and trucks, just looking for trouble. 

The good news is that I did not find anything that I did not already know about.  But I did start reflecting on 

how much factory original equipment was still there on the GM products we own.  Every one of the GM 

pickups still had their factory exhaust system intact.  That’s saying something because two of the trucks (88 

and 89) are almost a quarter century old and have, respectively 600,000 and 500,000 miles on them!  My 

personal Chevy truck has over 300,000 on it, and other than a lot of brake parts, one new transmission and 

two radiators, is mostly the way it came from the factory. It still doesn’t burn much oil and I cannot tell if 

there’s a rattle anywhere in the body.  These three trucks seem to be all the testimony I’d need to buy a new 

one when I have to.  Our newer family trucks are much younger, but at more than a hundred thousand on 

all four of them (one has 220K and it’s only five years old), the luck with the Chevy/GMC brands seems to 

be continuing. 

Corvette-wise, the story is much the same with the newest (a 2007) and the middle-aged ones (1993 and 

1985).  In fact, and I have said it here before, the 85 could qualify as a Toyota when it comes to reliability 

and cost of ownership.  It’s now almost twenty eight years old and one water pump and radiator 

replacement is about all it’s needed other than brakes and tires and under hood rubber parts to make it to 

almost 150,000.  Sure, it rattles and leaks rain water, but it still has to be the most fun and economical 

performance car for the money I have ever owned.  As the old Packard slogan said “Just Ask the Man Who 

Owns One.”  By now, I have owned six Corvettes and there hasn’t been one that I wouldn’t do all over 

again. 

At age 15 I started working on cars, first at a corner gas station and then at a new car dealership during my 

college years.  I can still see the signs that we posted in the garage bays to let the customers know how to 

take proper care of their cars.  Chassis lubrication every thousand miles, oil changes every 2-3000 miles, 

and tune-ups and valve adjustments every ten thousand (VWs would need this at 3,000 to prevent sucking a 

valve through a piston!).  It was not unusual to suggest bearings and rings about at 50,000 miles, and new 

timing gear/chains if your Chevy V8 made it past 100,000 without breaking one.  Of course, fuel and water 

pumps were easier to change in those days, but getting either to go 40,000 miles required heroic luck.  

Exhaust systems, both mufflers and pipes seldom lasted two years in city driving.  But, if you lived up 

north, salted streets would perforate your car’s sheet metal parts by the time you needed that third set of 

exhaust parts.  At today’s labor rate prices, a tune-up every ten thousand might be enough to make you 

think seriously about selling it before the next one comes due. 

So, in summary, I think that newer cars, properly maintained, are much better values than their older 

predecessors were.  But do they have the same demanding character and challenges?  Not by a long shot!  

But that’s why we still love the older ones, perhaps because we still know enough to keep them running.  

And crawling under any one of them on a surprisingly nice weather day is one of my pleasures in life, if 

there are no surprises. 

 

C7 Base Engine  - by Ed Clark 

You may have seen on the internet or in some Corvette or automotive magazines that Chevrolet has announced 

the base engine for the C7 Corvette and it will be a 6.2 L V-8 called LT1 (or LT-1 in some references).  This will 

be the third time that the LT-1 or LT1 designation has been used to my knowledge and each time it has been a 

leading technology engine with a significant horsepower rating.  Preliminary estimates by GM (hints imply it 

will be higher) for this LT1 version are 450 HP and 450 lb-ft of torque, quite substantial for a base engine. 

This is a new engine design, called Gen 5, and incorporates a number of new features and technologies some of 

which are: 



1. Direct Injection of the Fuel – GM has used this technology on other engines for at least the last 5 years so 

there is good experience with it however this will be the first time on a pushrod engine.  A high pressure fuel 

system injects the fuel directly into the cylinder across from the spark plug.  This provides cooling, better fuel 

distribution and an opportunity for higher compression (11.5:1) all of which contribute to the power, efficiency 

and emission improvements. There is a complication which comes with this which results from the high pressure 

fuel pump and injectors making a good bit of noise.  GM has worked in this engine design to locate the high 

pressure pump between the cylinder heads and under the intake manifold and added sound insulation to the 

manifold to help isolate the noise.  A tank mounted fuel pump provides fuel to the high pressure pump that is 

cam driven. 

2. Active Fuel Management(AFM) – This technology has been used as well on prior GM engines and effectively 

shuts off 4 cylinders under low loads such as highway cruising to improve fuel mileage.  I hope they have 

improved how this functions since the design used on my 2008 Suburban where the V4 function almost only is 

activated when coasting or driving on a downhill slope.  The lighter weight of the new Corvette should help this.  

There is speculation that a 30 mpg highway rating might result. 

3. Continuously Variable Valve Timing – Developed by GM for use on a pushrod style engine. There is a 

retard/advance system on the cam controlled using oil pressure. 

4. New Block and Heads – While the 6.2 L size of the engine is the same as the base LS3 in the current C6 as is 

the 4.065 inch bore and 3.62 inch stroke, much has changed internally incorporating what has been learned 

through the racing program.  It continues to use a central cam and pushrods and two valves/cylinder. It will also 

continue to use a structural oil pan with either wet or dry sump lubrication depending on the application. A 

variable pressure fuel pump is used to aid oiling at high RPM while reducing power loss at lower engine speeds.  

The intake and exhaust valve locations are reversed from historic small block design which in conjunction with 

revised spark plug location, the fuel injector outlet port location and piston top design result in the higher 

horsepower and torque outputs while improving emissions and increasing fuel efficiency.  The pistons tops have 

been designed with valve relief depressions to accommodate the variable valve timing and contouring for the 

injected fuel distribution. 

There are new designs for the intake manifold, rocker covers, exhaust manifolds, engine control computer and I 

feel certain many other parts. Pictures and cutaways seem to make it look to be a little more attractive as well. 

I am looking forward to learning more about this engine and seeing how the aftermarket works with it.  From the 

design changes made, it initially sounds as if not much is backwardly compatible with current engines but the 

engine modifiers are often very ingenious on how they do things.  External dimensions are apparently similar to 

the current engines but there is some indication that frame mounting points are different.  I wonder which car 

magazine or tuner shop will have this engine installed in a shoe box Chevy first? 

 

2012 ALMS Corvette Racing - by Ed Clark 

What a great year the Corvette Racing Team had in 2012.  With the win by Car #4 on Sept.15 at Virginia 

International Raceway, they completed a sweep of the top 2012 ALMS GT awards.  Oliver Gavin and Tommy 

Milner driving the #4 car won 4 (Long Beach, Laguna Seca, Mid-Ohio and VIR) out of the 10 races and finished 

2
nd
 at Baltimore. While the #3 car didn’t win a race this year, it came in second 5 times including the Petit 

LeMans at Road Atlanta.   

As a result of their success, Gavin and Milner have clinched the ALMS GT Drivers Championship.  Chevrolet 

has earned the ALMS GT Manufacturers Championship and the Corvette Racing Crew the GT Team 

Championship from the combined results of both cars. The #3 car won the Green X GT Challenge four times and 

the Corvette Racing Team won the Green X Challenge for Chevrolet.  The season results for the #3 car gave 

drivers Magnussen and Garcia the 3rd place position in the GT Drivers Championship.  The Corvette Racing 

Team also won the ALMS “From the Fans” Award.  All this occurred with a degree of competition from 

Porsche, Ferrari, and BMW not seen in previous years. 

There was recent news about the 2014 racing year.  The ALMS series has joined with the Grand Am series so 

there will now be one professional sports car racing series in the USA.  It will be interesting to see how the 

classes in the two series are combined and what class or classes the Corvettes will be in and how much different 

the cars will be from today’s car.  Next year, 2013, will apparently follow this year’s rules once more but 

additional competition from Viper(s) has been announced and others may join as well. BMW is apparently going 

to race the Z4 instead of the M3 so a number of additional challenges face the Corvette Racing Team over the 

next two years including the introduction of the C7 sometime in this time frame. 


